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D;ar Sirs:

Today marks the regular monthly meeting date for the South Annville

Township Supervisors. We represent a small rural residential community in Lebanon

County. There are no traffic li6 hts, no full-tima police force, no township

aanager, no full-time road crew, no real estaf tax, and no per capita tax in

South Annville Township. Our assessed valuation is over 10 million dollars, and

our population is over 2 thousand.

We have just paid our bills. One of those bills was for the operation

of 2 street lights for a period of 33 days. That bill amounted to $20;15. The

history of the increase in the cost of those two street lights is unbelievable.

The cost of electricity for each of our residents reflects the same

c0tronomical increases. While these increases continue with no end in si ht, the;

5

N. R. C. in over 2 years has still not had enough courage to decide if Unit I

of Three Mile Island may go back'into production. Congressman Walker, Senator

Hainz, and Senator Spector have failed to help resolve our plight, other than

to agree with whatever opinion seems popular at the time. Governor Thornburg has

i had the courage to take a stand and commit funds.

If, ~in fact, you on the federal level, wish to regulate our fate, then

a:sume the reshnsibility that is inherent with that right and make some decis
g

4 b
Nero fiddled until there was no Rome.~
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